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Abstract. Hiking Equipment Rental is a business in the field of services that rents camping 

equipment and equipment that requires an information system in the delivery of information, 

media promotion, data management, and loan transactions using barcodes. Therefore, a web-

based hiking equipment and equipment rental information system is created to support the 

rental process. Making information systems starts from identifying system requirements, 

including making, data flow diagrams and entity relationship diagrams. After that planning the 

website application using XAMPP software, database, HTML, CSS, notepad ++, web browser. 

The results of making a website information system rental camping equipment there are several 

views and menus that can be used by consumers to get news and information about what items 

can be borrowed on certain days. 
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1 Introduction 

This research has a background by the result of temporary observation in the Indonesia 

educational institute[1], where many students who like hiking and has limited hobbies with 

supporting facilities must be owned by these climbers, such as carriers, tents, sleeping bags, etc. [2] 

The difficulties of finding hiking equipment rental service because of the rather expensive 

price that made climbers must find other ways to get the facility. One of them is by renting.[3] 

Hiking Equipment Rental is a service business in rental equipment and camping equipment 

that uses a web-based information system [4]. By using a business information system, hiking 

equipment rental services that offer various purposes such as carriers, tents, sleeping bags, portable 

stoves, and others[5]. 
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2 Method 

In the construction of a web-based hiking equipment rental information system, there are 4 stages 

of the waterfall that are passed through analysis, design, coding, and testing [6]. The system 

development method with the waterfall model can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Waterfall Model (Pressman, 2001) 

 

2.1 Analysis 

Stages of analysis are carried out analyzing ongoing business processes and exploring the 

functional requirements of the system to be built [7], [8]. Modeling business processes is done 

using BPMN assistance and the functional requirements of the system are illustrated by UML 

diagrams. Data needed in this stage is obtained through 3 methods, namely: 

a) Observation 

Observation is done by observing the flow of the web-based hiking equipment rental 

system. 

b) Interview 

The interview aims to get more detailed and definite information about the research 

conducted. 

c) Document Analysis 

Document analysis is done by collecting and studying document documents related to web-

based hiking equipment rental systems. 

 

2.2 Design 

At this stage, the application architecture design, data design, and system user interface are 

carried out. The design is carried out based on the functional needs that have been explored 

[9]Designing UML diagrams consisting of software design with a Use case, Context Diagram, Data 

Flow Diagram, Entity Relationship Diagram, application architecture, and designing user interfaces 

for web applications. [10] 

 

 

 

 



2.3 Code 

This stage is the stage to implement the design that was made in the previous stage. This 

stage is to realize the design that was successfully made into the program code.  

 

2.4 Test 

Testing is done using black box testing. Testing using this black box ensures that the system is 

built according to predetermined needs and is ready for use. 

3 Research Result 

The following are the results of the research stages starting from the analysis stage, design stage, 

coding stage and testing phase 

3.1 Analysis Phase 

Based on the results of the analysis that has been carried out that the media/tools needed for 

managing the administration of hiking equipment rentals. 

 

3.2 Design Phase 

At this stage, the design model of the User Experience Design and User Interface Design are 

carried out. User Experience Design is an application design about how interactions on applications 

can run[11]. User Experience design uses use case diagrams, activity diagrams, and sequence 

diagrams. The use case diagram is presented in the following picture: 



 
Figure 2. Use Case for Rent of Web-Based Hiking Tools 

 

the diagram illustrates how the system reaches its goal. Activity is a process 

that is being modeled. The following is the implementation of activity 

diagrams in the Web-Based Hiking Equipment Rental Service Information 

System. Activity diagram consists of adding item data, deleting item data, 

see item data, adding transaction data, deleting transaction data, printing 

transaction data, viewing transaction data, adding admin data, deleting 

admin data and viewing admin data [12]. 



 
Figure 3. Activity Diagram Renting a Hiking Tool 

 
In Figure 3 the Activity Diagram Renting a Hiking Tool where customers will rent a hiking 

tool will then interact directly with the admin. 

 



 
Figure 4. Activity Diagram of Hiking Tools 

 
Figure 4 is a return diagram for hiking tools where the customer will return the 

hiking tool and interact with the admin.  

Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is a technique used to model data 

requirements of an organization, usually by System Analyst in the requirements analysis 

phase of a system development project. Next is ERD Loan Hiking Tools in Figure 5: 

 

 
Figure 5. ERD Web-based Hiking Equipment Rental 

 



2.3 Implementation Stages/Coding 

At this stage, it will implement the results of the design in the previous step. The following 

are the results of the implementation of the code that has been done. 

a. Display Login 

 
Figure 6. Display Login 

 

Figure 6 is the initial appearance of the implementation. This login display will be used 

by the admin as the initial stage of using the web application. 

 

b. Home View 

The Web-Hiking Information System design to enhance the active role of Customers in the 

transaction process consists of several activities [1]. 

 
Figure 7. Display of the Home 

In figure 7 the display of the homepage is a display after the admin has successfully logged 

in. The home screen consists of a dashboard and transactions. 

 

 

 

 

 



c. Display of Hiking Equipment Data 

 

 
Figure 8. Display of Hiking Equipment Data 

 

Figure 8 is a data display of hiking gear items. This item data display can do several features 

including adding data and checking the code. 

 

 

d. Display of Results Check Barcode of Goods Data 

 

 
Figure 9. Display of barcodes for goods. 

 

 



In Figure 9 this is a barcode display that will be affixed to hiking gear items. This 

barcode can be printed directly using the application. With this barcode can facilitate 

transactions that occur in the rental of hiking equipment[13]. 

 

 

e. Display of Transaction Data 

 
Figure 10. Display of hiking equipment transactions 

 

In figure 10. This is a display of transaction data hiking tools after a transaction using 

a barcode. 

 

f. Display Add Transaction Data 

 

 
Figure 11. Display Add transaction data 



 

Figure 11 is a view of adding transaction data. In adding transaction data there is an 

item code that can be entered in barcode data[14]. 

 

 

2.4 Testing Stages 

This stage is the stage of testing the application after the implementation phase has been 

completed. The following are the results of testing using blackbox: 

 
 

Table 1. Blackbox Testing 

No Tested features Information 

1 Login Succeeded 

2 Data Display Succeeded 

3 Add Data Succeeded 

4 Edit Data Succeeded 

5 Delete Data Succeeded 

6 Transaction Succeeded 

 

3 Conclusion 
 

Web base hiking equipment information system can help the process equipment more easy 

with uses the internet connection so the high access. It makes easy to add the product that will rent 

because it is put in the database. Base on tested blackbox told that the function of web base 

equipment information system success all. 
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